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Abstract Geodetic analysis of radio tracking measurements of the MErcury Surface, Space
ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging spacecraft while in orbit about Mercury has yielded new
estimates for the planet's gravity field, tidal Love number, and pole coordinates. The derived right
ascension (𝛼 = 281.0082◦ ± 0.0009◦; all uncertainties are 3 standard deviations) and declination
(𝛿 = 61.4164◦ ± 0.0003◦) of the spin pole place Mercury in the Cassini state. Confirmation of the
equilibrium state with an estimated mean (whole planet) obliquity 𝜖 of 1.968 ± 0.027 arcmin enables the
confident determination of the planet's normalized polar moment of inertia (0.333 ± 0.005), which
indicates a high degree of internal differentiation. Internal structure models generated by a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo process and consistent with the geodetic constraints possess a solid inner core with a radius
(ric) between 0.3 and 0.7 that of the outer core (roc).
1. Introduction
Knowledge of the internal structure of the planet Mercury is fundamental to understanding its formation
and evolution. The planet's high bulk density (Goettel, 1988) and weak global magnetic field (Ness et al.,
1974) provided early evidence for a large central metallic core, with at least the outer part likely molten.
The measurement of large-amplitude longitudinal librations confirmed the presence of a fluid outer core
(Margot et al., 2007). Improved characterization of Mercury's deep interior provides crucial information on
the planet's bulk composition and core cooling history.
Global exploration of Mercury was accomplished by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion's (NASA) MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) mission
(Solomon et al., 2007). The scientific payload instruments most pertinent to the planet's interior were
the Mercury Laser Altimeter and the Radio Science (RS) system. Geodetic observations were acquired to
determine Mercury's topography, gravitational field, rotation, and tides and to reveal details of the planet's
internal structure (Zuber et al., 2012; Margot et al., 2012; Mazarico et al., 2014; Padovan et al., 2014).
A key measure of the rotational state of the planet is the mean angle 𝜖 between the spin axis and the normal
to the orbit plane or the obliquity. This parameter, in combination with the second-degree coefficients in
the spherical harmonic expansion of the planet's gravity field, gives the normalized polar moment of iner-
tia ( C
MR2
, where C, M, and R are the polar moment of inertia, mass, and radius of Mercury, respectively),
which is linked to Mercury's internal mass distribution (Peale et al., 2002). Mercury's orientation model also
includes the angular spin rate, which is in a 3:2 resonance with the orbital rate (Archinal et al., 2011), and
its longitudinal oscillations (or forced librations) that are driven by the Sun's reversing gravitational torques
on Mercury's asymmetric figure over the planet's eccentric orbit (Margot et al., 2007). Estimates of the spin
rate and the amplitude of the forced physical librations in longitude (𝜙0) provide fundamental information
on the properties of Mercury's outer core and overlying silicate mantle (Peale et al., 2002). Furthermore,
measurement of the gravitational potential Love number k2 further constrains the size and rheology of these




• New solution for Mercury's gravity
field provides crucial information
on the planet's tidal response and
orientation
• New determination of Mercury's
pole position fully satisfies the
equilibrium Cassini state
• New estimate of Mercury's polar
moment of inertia supports the
presence of a large solid inner core
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Figure 1. Maps of free-air gravity anomaly (mGal) and crustal thickness (km) on Mercury from gravity field HgM008,
both shown over shaded topographic relief in a Mollweide projection for the entire planet (a, c) and in a polar
stereographic projection for the northern hemisphere (b, d). A constant density of the crust 𝜌c = 2, 800 kg/m3 was
assumed for the calculation of crustal thickness, and the Bouguer gravity anomaly (supporting information Figure S5)
was taken to be entirely the result of variations in the depth to the crust-mantle interface. An average crustal thickness
of 35 km and a crust-mantle density contrast of 400 kg/m3 were applied.
2. Methods and Geodetic Measurements
We apply a novel precision orbit determination technique (Genova et al., 2018) to the entire MESSENGER
RS data set to retrieve this comprehensive set of geophysical parameters (supporting information). As part
of the processing, the orbits of the spacecraft and Mercury are co-estimated and co-integrated to improve
the quality of MESSENGER orbit reconstruction, a step that strongly influences the geodetic results (e.g.,
obliquity). This method is especially beneficial for the final year of MESSENGER RS data, which provide
near-complete longitudinal coverage with lower periapsis altitude (hp between 25 and 100 km) and lower
periapsis latitude (𝜙p < 65◦N) than earlier in the mission.
The gravitational field solution (HgM008) resulting from this analysis incorporates these latest data and
includes substantial improvements in both short- and long-wavelength gravitational field coefficients com-
pared with previous studies (Mazarico et al., 2014; Verma & Margot, 2016). Table S1 in the supporting
information shows the enhancements in the low-degree zonal harmonic accuracies compared with the
HgM005 solution (Mazarico et al., 2014), which was retrieved before the low-altitude campaign. Refinements
in the short-wavelength gravity field coefficients stand out in the maps of HgM008 free-air gravity anoma-
lies (Figures 1a and 1b), which reveal surface features (e.g., impact craters) in the northern hemisphere that
correlate well with topography. Given a homogeneous crustal density 𝜌c = 2, 800 kg/m3 that accounts for
macroscale porosity of near-surface material similar to that observed at the Moon (Wieczorek et al., 2013)
and Mars (Goossens et al., 2017), we derived Bouguer gravity anomalies that may be interpreted as varia-
tions in the depth of Mercury's crust-mantle boundary. For a crust-mantle density contrast of 400 kg/m3
and an average crustal thickness of 35 km (supporting information), the distribution of crustal thickness is
as shown in Figures 1c and 1d. The crustal thickness map was computed with finite-amplitude corrections
from the gravitational and topographic fields in the spherical harmonic degree range 2 to 60 (Wieczorek,
2015).
To investigate Mercury's mantle and core structure, the HgM008 gravity field solution also includes adjust-
ments to Mercury's orientation model and gravitational tide. Our precision orbit determination methodology
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Figure 2. Right ascension (𝛼) and declination (𝛿) of the pole in the International Celestial Reference Frame at the
epoch J2000. The orientation of Mercury's spin axis was earlier determined from Earth-based radar measurements
(Margot et al., 2012), a combination of altimeter and imaging data (Stark et al., 2015), and gravity (Mazarico et al.,
2014; Verma & Margot, 2016). Our latest solution (𝛼 = 281.0082◦ ± 0.0009◦, 𝛿 = 61.4164◦ ± 0.0003◦), which follows
closely the Cassini state (black dashed line), shows a more precise measurement of the planet's orientation than those
from previous gravity solutions. Mazarico et al. (2014) and Verma and Margot (2016) reported only the formal
uncertainties of the right ascension and declination of the pole scaled by 10 (red dashed lines). The uncertainties in the
Margot et al. (2012), Stark et al. (2015), and HgM008 solutions are shown as 95% confidence error ellipses that account
for the correlation between 𝛼 and 𝛿.
enables us to retrieve both spin and orbital rates and thus directly estimate a possible departure from the 3:2
spin-orbit resonance. We find that the spin rate is 2.7 × 10−6◦/day larger than the equilibrium state associ-
ated with the 3:2 spin-orbit resonance (supporting information). This result may provide information on the
mechanisms that led Mercury to its current minimum energy condition, possibly including core-mantle fric-
tion (Correia & Laskar, 2004) or an impact event sufficiently large to perturb earlier spin-orbit synchronicity
(Wieczorek et al., 2012).
Constraints on the present state of the mantle can be obtained from the gravitational tide. The gravitational
potential Love number k2 in the HgM008 solution is 0.5690 ± 0.025 (the uncertainty encompasses varia-
tions among different solutions rather than only statistical error), which is larger than previous estimates
(Mazarico et al., 2014; Verma & Margot, 2016) by ∼0.1. Inclusion of data from the final year of the MES-
SENGER mission is the main source of this significant difference. The low-altitude campaign enabled the
acquisition of gravity measurements at high latitudes and 25- to 100-km altitudes, leading to a better under-
standing of the planet's tidal response. A larger k2 indicates a warm and weak mantle rather than a cold and
rigid mantle or the presence of a solid Fe-S layer at the top of the core, as suggested previously (Hauck et al.,
2013; Padovan et al., 2014). A solid Fe-S layer denser than the overlying mantle was initially hypothesized
to fit early gravity and orientation measurements and was motivated in part by the chemically reduced state
of Mercury's surface materials (Hauck et al., 2013). An improved estimate of Mercury's obliquity (Margot
et al., 2012) removed the requirement for a high-density layer such as Fe-S at the base of the mantle or top
of the core but still allowed such a layer (Knibbe & van Westrenen, 2015).
The measured value of k2 supports the presence of a molten core, which is responsible for the decoupling
between the outer silicate shell and the fluid core at short timescales (e.g., ∼88 days), leading to a large
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amplitude of the longitudinal libration. Our measurement of libration amplitude, 𝜙0 = 40.0 ± 8.7 arcsec
(3 standard deviations), is consistent with the results presented by Margot et al. (2007, 2012) and Stark
et al. (2015). These studies provided direct measurements of surface motions and are still the most accurate
estimates of the amplitude of the physical librations in longitude. Our gravity measurement of the forced
librations is sensitive to both the interior structure and the surface shape and carries larger uncertainties.
The coestimation of the rotational model with the gravity field provides the mean orientation of the distinct
shells that make up Mercury's internal structure. This measurement methodology is well suited to retrieve
information on the deeper interior that is not detectable from observations only of the surface. The defi-
nition of the normalized polar moment of inertia C
MR2
of the entire planet is based on the assumption that
dissipative processes maintain Mercury in the equilibrium Cassini state, in which the spin axis, orbit pre-
cession axis, and orbit-plane normal are coplanar (Peale et al., 2002). The spin pole orientation recovered
from Earth-based radar measurements (Margot et al., 2012) and MESSENGER altimetric and imaging data
(Stark et al., 2015) showed a substantial offset from the Cassini state and led to a normalized polar moment
of inertia C
MR2
of 0.346–0.353, a range that suggests a relatively low level of interior differentiation. In con-
trast, our estimation of the planet's orientation yields an average obliquity for the whole planet that is in full
agreement with the Cassini state.
This result is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the right ascension (𝛼) and declination (𝛿) of different spin
pole solutions, reported in the International Celestial Reference Frame at the reference epoch J2000. Our
HgM008 solution, 𝛼 = 281.0082◦ ± 0.0009◦ (3 standard deviations), 𝛿 = 61.4164◦ ± 0.0003◦ (3 standard
deviations), stands out from those of previous gravity investigations (Mazarico et al., 2014; Verma & Margot,
2016) and is in close agreement with the Cassini state (Peale, 1988; Baland et al., 2017), even in the absence
of any constraint on 𝛼 and 𝛿. The HgM008 pole orientation differs significantly from the estimates by Margot
et al. (2012) and Stark et al. (2015), since its central value is not within the 95% confidence (∼3 standard
deviations) error ellipses of either earlier study (Figure 2). Both of those groups analyzed the positions of
features on Mercury's surface, and the solutions may therefore be representative only of the orientation
state of Mercury's outer solid shell (crust and mantle), because the fluid core is mechanically decoupled
(Margot et al., 2007). Our measurement of 𝜖 = 1.968 ± 0.027 arcmin (3 standard deviations) is only ∼ 3.5%
(3.6–4.3 arcsec) less than the two estimates derived from surface features, but this small change and the
higher precision in the pole's orientation add new confidence to the computation of the polar moment of
inertia of the entire planet by confirming that Mercury's orientation is in the equilibrium Cassini state.
Our measured obliquity yields C
MR2
= 0.333 ± 0.005 (the uncertainty is computed by assuming 3 standard
deviation values for our measured quantities and is thus more conservative than if we were to use 1 standard
deviation values). This result suggests a more differentiated interior structure than did the previous estimate
of 0.346 ± 0.014 (Margot et al., 2012), a value that provided only limited information on Mercury's deep
interior (Hauck et al., 2013). Our lower value for the polar moment of inertia and an uncertainty reduced by
a factor of 3 (notwithstanding our conservative use of 3 standard deviation values) compared with previous
estimates hints at a solid inner core having a higher density than the fluid outer core. The presence of a large
solid inner core could also be confirmed by a reduced amplitude of the longitudinal librations (Van Hoolst
et al., 2012). However, the current uncertainty in 𝜙0 is still too large to detect these effects, which lead to a
reduction of the libration amplitude by up to ∼20 m for a nearly fully solidified core.
A difference between the obliquity value derived from gravity information and that from surface measure-
ments also is consistent with the presence of a solid inner core. The spin axis of Mercury's outer solid shell
tends to be forced toward the Cassini state by the strong pressure torque between the outer molten core
and the mantle. An additional gravitational torque on that shell may be generated by a solid inner core that
departs from spherical symmetry (Peale et al., 2016). This mechanism could be responsible for the difference
between the obliquity measured from surface features and the Cassini state.
The fractional polar moment of inertia of the solid crust plus mantle (Ccr + m) provides an additional con-
straint on models of the interior. Peale et al. (2002) formulated a method to estimate the ratio Ccr+m
C
from the
combined measurements of the planet's obliquity, the amplitude of the longitudinal librations (𝜙0), and the
second-degree gravity field. The gravity field and spin measurements from surface features provide the most
accurate estimates of the obliquity and forced librations, respectively. With our measured value of 𝜖 and the
Margot et al. (2012) estimate of 𝜙0, we compute
Ccr+m
C
= 0.443 ± 0.019 (as with the uncertainty on C
MR2
, the
uncertainty here is derived from 3 standard deviation uncertainties in our measured 𝜖 and the Margot et al.
(2012) value for 𝜙0).
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3. Interior Modeling Results




, together with the bulk
density of the planet inferred from Mercury's GM = 22031.8636 ± 0.006 × 109 m3/s2, where G is the
gravitational constant, enable a quantitative exploration of the properties of Mercury's interior structure,
particularly the size of an inner core. The scope of our interior modeling investigation is focused on the
influence of the new moment of inertia value on the properties of Mercury's deep interior. For this reason, we
did not include in our internal model determination the Love number k2, which provides information more
sensitive to the outer silicate layers than the solid inner core (Padovan et al., 2014). Knowledge of k2 and
the radial displacement Love number h2, the latter of which is still unknown in value, may enable a better
characterization of the deep interior (Steinbrügge et al., 2018). We adapted a Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithm to generate ensembles of interior models that satisfy these geophysical constraints. The





, and the bulk density 𝜌 adopted in the MCMC probability function
are 𝜎C̃ = 0.005, 𝜎C̃cr+m = 0.019, and 𝜎𝜌 = 0.002𝜌 (supporting information). The uncertainty in 𝜌 accounts
mainly for possible inaccuracies in the shape of Mercury (Perry et al., 2015). The uncertainties in both C̃
and C̃cr+m represent conservative values because we used the 3 standard deviation value for the obliquity
when deriving the associated errors for these quantities. Because of these conservative uncertainties in the
measurements, the associated uncertainties in the parameters determined with our MCMC method will be
affected accordingly and thus do not require additional scale factors.
The methods implemented in this study may be divided into two cases. First, we consider a four-shell planet
(inner core, outer core, mantle, and crust), with the only assumption that the density (constant within each
shell) increases with depth (supporting information). The second (multilayer) approach includes four (or
five) shells in the interior, but for this approach we divide each shell further into 1-km-thick sublayers, to
account for the effects of pressure on density and gravitational acceleration (Hauck et al., 2013; Knibbe &
van Westrenen, 2015), and we solve the equation of state (EoS) in the mantle and the core.
The four-shell constant-density approach enables a better mapping of the parameter space. Each shell has an
outer radius and a uniform density that are both adjusted in the MCMC algorithm. Table S2 in the supporting
information shows the boundary conditions of these estimated parameters, including the constraints that
the shell outer radius and density decrease and increase with depth, respectively.
The multilayer approach permits incorporation of internally consistent profiles of pressure, temperature,
and density. However, the crust is modeled as a constant-density layer and its thickness and density are
adjusted parameters. Our multilayer results were retrieved with two different methodologies for modeling
the mantle. First, we considered the mantle as a constant-density layer to account for conservative bounds on
the structure of the silicate shells in a manner similar to the four-shell case. The second method includes an
EoS for the mantle, the parameters of which are listed in Table S4 of the supporting information. The MCMC
multilayer results are insensitive to whether the mantle is modeled as a constant-density layer or with an
appropriate EoS. In contrast, the variation of density with depth and, therefore, the effects of compression
are fundamental in the inner core and outer core, and their composition must be assumed to solve the EoS.
We studied four distinct scenarios under which sulfur (S) or silicon (Si) serves as the principal light element
that is alloyed with iron in the core (supporting information). Sulfur has a substantial affinity for Fe, and its
presence on the surface of Mercury, as measured by MESSENGER's X-Ray Spectrometer (XRS) (Nittler et al.,
2011), suggests that an Fe-S composition may be responsible for the fluid state of the outer molten core. Sili-
con, an abundant element on Mercury's surface, is more soluble in molten Fe under the chemically reducing
conditions found for Mercury surface materials and inferred to characterize the interior (Hauck et al., 2013).
The scenarios investigated in this study include the following: Fe-S models with a variable percentage of
sulfur (0–25%) in the outer core and an inner core of pure iron (Fe-S case), Fe-S models otherwise similar
but with a solid Fe3S layer overlying the inner core (Fe3S case), Fe-Si models with the same weight fraction
for Si (0–25%) in both the inner core and outer core (Fe-Si case), and models featuring a fluid outer core
with two distinct layers of molten Fe-Si and Fe-S alloys and a solid Fe-S layer at the top of the core (Fe-S-Si
case). This latter compositional model is an end-member that explicitly invokes liquid-liquid immiscibility
in the Fe-S-Si system at Mercury's outer core pressures and the likelihood that the Fe-S and Fe-Si alloys have
segregated as a result of their distinct densities (Hauck et al., 2013; Knibbe & van Westrenen, 2015).
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Figure 3. Histograms of the (a) inner core radius, ric, (b) outer core radius, roc, and (c) their ratio 𝛾 for the samples of
four-shell Markov chain Monte Carlo solutions. The multilayer Markov chain Monte Carlo solutions, which account
for the effects of compression in the inner core and outer core, are reported in the supporting information. (d)
Schematic cutaway view of Mercury's interior structure.
The multilayer solutions show a strong dependence on assumed model composition. For the Fe-S and Fe-Si
scenarios, the ensembles satisfy the moment of inertia constraints. The former set, in particular, provides




. The other two cases, Fe3S and
Fe-S-Si, do not fully converge to the measured moments of inertia (supporting information). The four-shell





Under both the four-shell constant-density and multilayer MCMC approaches, we perturbed a set of param-
eters to investigate a broad range of possible interior structures (supporting information). These model
parameters are reported in Tables S2 and S3 for the four-shell constant-density and multilayer MCMC
approaches, respectively. The probability distributions of the parameters of interest were explored by means
of random walkers. Among the model parameters perturbed were the inner core (ric) and outer (roc) core
radii, which were derived with the sole constraint that 0 < ric < roc.
In each case, the parameter that is best determined (because its a posteriori distribution closely follows
a Gaussian distribution with a narrow standard deviation) is roc. The four-shell and multilayer cases pro-
vide consistent estimates of the outer core radius. A value of roc = 1985 ± 39 km, with the uncertainty
computed from 1 standard deviation value of the ensemble distribution, was determined in the four-shell
case (Figure 3b). The multilayer solution with an Fe-Si alloy in the outer core and inner core converged to
roc = 1967 ± 23 km (Figure S7D), which is significantly lower than results of previous studies that were
based on an obliquity of the spin axis derived from tracking of surface features (Hauck et al., 2013).
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The retrieved ratio 𝛾 = ric
roc
of inner core radius to outer core radius for ensembles obtained with the MCMC
four-shell constant-density models and the multilayer models is shown in Figures 3c and S8. These solutions
suggest the presence of a large solid inner core. The ensemble average ric
roc
ratios are 0.538 ± 0.195 and
0.445 ± 0.181 (the uncertainties are 1 standard deviation values of the ensemble distributions) for the MCMC
four-shell constant-density and multilayer Fe-Si cases, respectively. The multilayer cases with an Fe-S outer
core and a pure-Fe inner core also provide evidence for the presence of a solid inner core with a radius ≥ 0.4
roc. Neither the Fe-S nor the Fe-Si cases consider the possible incorporation of other elements into the core,
for example, S for Fe-Si cases, Si for Fe-S cases, or Ni for both cases (Chabot et al., 2014). The equations of
state for such multicomponent systems are not well known, however, and thus, we investigated only cases
with layers composed of binary mixtures of Fe and lighter elements that have been studied in earlier analyses
(Hauck et al., 2013; Knibbe & van Westrenen, 2015).
4. Conclusions
On the basis of our geophysical results and modeling, we are able to retrieve important properties of Mer-
cury's interior, including a high-resolution crustal thickness map and new constraints on the size of the solid





an inner core radius ratio 𝛾 = 0.445 ± 0.181 for an Fe-Si alloy in both the outer core and inner core and
a ratio 𝛾 = 0.517 ± 0.170 for an Fe-S-Si core. Although the uncertainties in 𝛾 given here are the standard
deviation of the ensemble distributions, they represent conservative values because for our MCMC method
we adopted 3 standard deviation uncertainties for our measured obliquity 𝜖 to determine the uncertain-
ties in the normalized polar moments of inertia. Additional insight into the structure of Mercury's core can
be expected from the exploration of magnetic dynamo models that match the characteristics of Mercury's
internal magnetic field (Cao et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2015).
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